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How banks can focus on the things that matter

Ready your bank
for whatever
comes next.
Banks have felt the full force
of the crisis.

“We see these challenging times as an opportunity
to rethink how we do business… this will include
transforming your company to have an even better
customer experience and more efficient operations.”
MIT Sloan Center for Information Systems Research
March 2020

Whether it’s the move to remote working, handling
unprecedented call volumes from stressed customers
or trying to get funds to businesses as quickly as
possible, COVID-19 has dramatically altered the
banking landscape and changed the way we live and
work. Some would say we will never return to the way
things were.
Business are moving fast. Satya Nadella, Microsoft
CEO, recently commented: “We’ve seen two years’
worth of digital transformation in two months.” Recent
months have shown that banks can learn and adapt
fast. For example, banks are already assessing whether
they will need large headquarters in London or New
York. Jes Staley, Barclays CEO, argued that “the notion
of putting 7,000 people in a building may be a thing
of the past”, given that Barclays is now being run by
staff “from their kitchens.”
It’s time for your bank to rethink the way forward.
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Rethink how you do business
Banks now have a rare
opportunity to focus on
what matters – and to
stop everything else.
Critically, customers need to know that banks have
their best interests at heart. Individuals who are on
furlough or have lost their jobs want to know banks
will handle their mortgage or loan payments with
understanding and compassion. Some employers
are relying on government funds to pay the majority
of their wage bill – again, via the banks. Small- and
medium-sized businesses are trying to manage cash
flow and require banks to amend existing loans,
extend credit or offer other financial support. Speed is
critical. JP Morgan Chase estimates that 50% of small
businesses have a cash buffer of less than a month and
25% have less than 13 days.

As well as speed, automation is essential to handle
massive increases in customer inquiries. But human
contact should be carefully balanced with process
automation so that customers feel their concerns are
being listened to and that the bank is doing all it can
to support them through this crisis. Even if staff are
not fully trained in handling these conversations, it
may be enough to listen, capture the issue and call
back later with a tailored response. You should even
consider directing customers to alternative lenders
with different eligibility criteria.
Such an approach builds trust and reputation – and
generates repeat business. Accenture research has
shown that retail banks alone are at risk of losing
5% of revenues if they fail to address the ‘trust
deficit’. Engagement does not equal trust. Informing
customers when they are about to be overdrawn is
simply table stakes.

Not only is there little evidence that such services
build trust, but they are easily copied by competitors.
Compare this to Chime, who offer fee-free overdrafts
and no hidden charges, or Transferwise, who claim to
have saved its 6 million customers £1 billion in retail
foreign exchange fees during its last financial year.
Accenture also found that trust-based propositions,
such as life-planning advice, will generate 9% uplift
for the average incumbent.
Being able to identify what is best for customers, in a
way that is impartial and objective, will challenge the
classic banking ‘gotcha’ approach of generating fees
and income based on bad customer decisions.
It’s time to rethink.
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Be prepared for what comes next:
five priorities
While working within a framework of identifying what is best for customers, we
would encourage you to focus on five priorities:
1. Cost Containment and Optimization: Focus on non-performing loan (NPL) exposure and
manage net interest margin (NIM). Apply automation, analytics and AI at scale to reduce spend and
operational risk.
2. Talent Agility: Significantly increase reskilling in new areas: AI, analytics, cybersecurity. Coach remote
workers for productivity, both onshore and offshore. Drive digital maturity around onboarding, e-signature
and online document submission, especially in commercial banking. Give HR teams priority roles in
workplace transformation.
3. A Resilient Core: Create operational scale through DevOps/agile and a major move to cloud platforms.
Eliminate legacy IT spend, especially mainframe systems. Use AI to stop payments fraud and improve antimoney laundering (AML) and Know Your Customer (KYC) regulatory checks.
4. Customer Care and Operations: Integrate digital marketing platforms with robotic process automation
(RPA) to apply repayment holidays and extend existing facilities. Automate changes in eligibility criteria and
softening credit policies. Speed up customer verification via facial recognition and voice authentication.
Accelerate contextual engagement around financial wellbeing.
5. Products and Services: Simplify application processes and product features, especially for business loans
and mortgages. Partner with fintechs to speed up service experience. Segment and prioritize customer
groups based on credit and risk profiles. Identify and support those most liable to default.
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Respond, reset, and renew
These priorities will need to remain top of mind as you move
forward. Most banks will pass through three phases as they
recover from the impact of the pandemic:
Respond

Renew

Typically, banks have been in respond mode for the first
three months. The focus has been on business continuity,
secure and flexible remote working (including offshore),
handling major increases in customer demand (loans,
mortgages) and maintaining core operations.

Over the next nine to 18 months, banks will look
to position for future growth. The priority will
be on innovation, in terms of new products and
business models, a move towards “purposedriven” banking and opportunistic M&A.

Reset
We are seeing many banking clients already moving
into the reset mindset (three to nine months). This phase
includes reconfiguring operating models for scale and
agility, managing NPL risk exposure and implementing
major cost reduction programs to drive profit.

TIP: Use the current crisis as an opportunity
to reconfigure your operating model to be
more modular and scalable.
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Managing your priorities
as you move forward

TIP:
Decide where the bank can prioritize and
accelerate, based on market dynamics
and current regulatory guidelines.

As you move through the various phases, your priorities will shift. This summary illustrates the
key tasks for consideration and helps assess where you are on your recovery journey:
Respond

Reset

Renew

Cost
Containment
and
Optimization

Immediately reduce costs by stopping/delaying
projects. Increase digital processes. Set up Work
From Home call centers and remote offshore.
Assess NPL and NIM impact. Retrain staff for
front-line activity

Evaluate each business division’s value (e.g.
investment banking). Assess NPL outcomes and
recalibrate regulatory models. Reduce legacy
spending and operationalize remote working

Examine restructuring options and look for
opportunistic M&A. Manage NPL exposure. Prepare
for multiple demand-supply realignment cycles
and invest in long-term technology solutions.

Talent
Agility

Use remote working technology and maintain
people productivity and health while developing
softer leadership and teamwork skills for a
virtual workplace

Move to a more flexible and adaptable workforce
with advanced collaboration tools, providing support
for home workers (home schooling, carers) and
developing new skills (AI, analytics)

Create a superior employee value proposition that
differentiates around workplace experience.
Coordinate return to work, ensuring employee wellbeing, minimal risk and improved productivity

A Resilient
Core

Ensure remote workers are secure, leverage
automation (e.g., business loans), mitigate remote
working risk, close branches (where appropriate)
and plan to reduce legacy IT

Grow capacity for handling loan requests, work
with regulators to manage risk, prioritize apps and
infrastructure legacy projects while increasing agile/
DevOps skills

Move to cloud, automate and adopt AI at
scale, accelerate legacy projects, open branches
selectively and strengthen your partner ecosystem
to drive innovation

Customer
Care and
Operations

Balance human response with digital channels to
provide reassurance. Shift resources to front-line
activity and automate processes for high volumes.
Protect your reputation

Protect high-value segments, manage low-income
groups via digital, convert traditionals to online and
accelerate contextual marketing

Get used to a predominantly digital dialogue
with the branch as “experience center”. Focus on
developing trust through advice and financial
well-being. Adopt a data-driven mindset for
high-value engagement

Products and
services

Simplify process/product features for business loans
and mortgages. Shift to digital sales and service.
Leverage contactless payments. Partner with
fintechs for innovation and service

Scale and automate the purchase experience while
using branches for advice and service. Develop
platforms for rapid launch (DevOps and agile),
rationalize the portfolio and retrain your people.

Test new advice propositions and adopt virtual
coaching for key groups. Extend ecosystem
partnerships to capture innovation. Scale up
personalization
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What are banks doing?
Here are some examples of how banks are
rethinking the way they operate:
•

Bank of America has allowed customers to defer
credit card payments online with a simple two-click
process; 25,000 people applied within two days.

•

Lloyds Banking Group plans to equip 2,000
customers over the age of 70 with free tablet
devices and set up a dedicated phone line to
provide training to help them access online banking.
The UK bank is working with a digital skills agency to
help customers access the internet, connect virtually
with family and friends, and shop and bank online.

•

•

Companies like Kabbage, Lendio, PayPal, Square
and Intuit, are now successfully and quickly
accepting and processing PPP (paycheck protection
program) applications.
DBS in Singapore is working with startups Oddle
and FirstCom to help crisis-hit cafes set up an
online food ordering site in three business days.
DBS will absorb the setup costs and waive fees for
the first six months.

•

Spain’s CaixaBank is helping retailers hit by
the pandemic to sell over social networks and
messaging applications. CaixaBank has launched
“Social Commerce”, which lets retailers manage
online purchases directly from their profiles on
social media.

•

A large Asian commercial bank partnered with a
local fintech to improve the speed and scalability
of its loan processing. It passed specific loan
application types, which typically took much longer
to process, to the fintech in the region. The loans
were underwritten and passed back to the bank
once they were ready for funding.

Banks are responding in significantly
different ways to the current market
environment. Despite the many
challenges, they see the pandemic
as an opportunity to better serve
their customers and build trust
and reputation.

“The notion of
putting 7,000
people in a building
may be a thing
of the past [as
Barclays was now
being run] by staff
from their kitchens.”
Jes Staley
CEO, Barclays
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Breaking with convention,
adapting fast
Around the world banks have
moved quickly to remote working
while handling government
requirements around business
funding and consumer loans
The crisis has forced banks to accelerate initiatives that
in normal circumstances would have been regarded
as operational madness and well outside regulatory
and compliance limits. Many have regretted not being
more data-driven, their lack of end-to-end digital
processes, being buried under legacy IT and the lack
of agility from not applying the cloud across the bank.

Now is the time to rethink.

Raiffeisen Bank International
Raiffeisen Bank International (RBI) wanted to use
migration to Microsoft Office 365 as the foundation
for further digitization at the bank – what they called
“A New World of Work” - as well as an innovative,
collaborative way of working. This was viewed as a
complete change management project.
We worked with the bank’s change, HR and
communications teams to ensure the migration was a
success. One key factor was having strong advocates
on the board, who got the issue onto the agenda and
raised it in front of employees.
The entire Office 365 suite enabled collaboration
across national borders, around the globe - even with
external partners and clients. When complete, RBI will
have over 50,000 users in 15 countries.

“Working together in an
agile way and creating
flat hierarchies requires
a different culture and
new policies.
So, our focus was
not only the new
technology, but also
change management,”
commented Wolfgang
Hausner, RBI Senior
Project Manager.r
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“We’ve seen two years’ worth
of digital transformation in
two months”
Satya Nadella, CEO, Microsoft
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The path ahead won’t be linear
The current global disruption requires changes to be made in weeks that
previously would have taken years.
Banks have moved their people into a remote
working environment within weeks – including their
offshore teams. This would have been regarded
as simply impossible before the pandemic began.
Regulators have had to become immensely
pragmatic about what is feasible under the current
conditions and give banks significant degrees of
freedom in order for them to continue operations.
Banks have also been cautious about moving
significantly to a cloud environment but can now see
the benefits of being able to scale quickly and
cost effectively.

Even as we continue to deal with the ramifications of
this global crisis, we must prepare for the next. Your
bank must be ready to respond, reset, and renew.

Renew
Respond

Reset

The challenge now is to think about how you can
build on your remote working capability to create a
truly distinctive workplace experience. Or how you
can rapidly scale your operating model with cloud to
adapt more flexibly to massive changes in demand.
You can be sure the path ahead won’t be linear.
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Get started today
Despite the future uncertainty, there are ways you can mitigate impact, unlock operational
efficiencies and create new revenue streams. Many banks now see the need to re-evaluate
their end-to-end processes to make them much more digital.
They understand the value of becoming much more data-driven in their decision-making, especially around marketing, sales and service.
Being buried under the weight of legacy IT is no longer an option.
We have curated a number of solutions to accelerate business outcomes:
Elastic Digital Workplace

Responsive Customer Care

Turbocharge Azure Migration

Give HR priority roles to develop workplace
transformation. Coach remote workers, onshore
and offshore. Adopt best practice for a remote,
flexible working environment. Reimagine branches
as offices for local staff from non-retail divisions as
well as community hubs.

Balance human and machine interaction to
provide customer reassurance at times of heavy
demand and lower staff turnout. Promote financial
wellbeing/advice through VR, gamification,
coaching and much deeper contextual and
personalized marketing..

Create operational flexibility by moving to the right
cloud platform; work with internal audit/risk teams
while aligning with regulatory bodies. Reduce
dependency on legacy IT and plan for digital
decoupling and transformation. Train for agile/
DevOps skills.

Ecosystem Resilience

Secure Enterprise

Intelligent Solutions

Rapidly assess your partnering capabilities and the
strength of your ecosystem. Target specific partners
(fintechs, startups etc), in the light of your Open
Banking ambitions, to deliver quicker outcomes
around loans and mortgages.

Mitigate risk while maintaining productivity.
Identify vulnerabilities, especially for remote
workers. Speed up customer verification, using
voice and facial recognition. Stop payments fraud
and improve AML and KYC regulatory checks.

Develop end-to-end digital processes. Integrate
digital marketing platforms with RPA to apply
repayment holidays and extend existing facilities.
Automate changes in eligibility criteria. Segment
customers based on credit and risk profiles for
NPL exposure.
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Some banks have shown incredible creativity and
flexibility in adapting to the new environment.
But the majority have understandably been caught in the headlights, wishing they had
done more work before the crisis, especially around digital, AI and cloud. Make the
most of this opportunity to rethink your position. Put your customers first, develop endto-end digital processes, scale up AI and automation, move to the cloud for agility and
work with your partner ecosystem to generate more innovation.
To put it another way: in 2025, what will banks wish they had done now? Put long-term
relationships first, rather then short-term profit. Moved from the ‘gotcha’ mentality to
win/win. Offered coaching on financial well-being. Personalized more conversations
and developed deeper insights. There are uncertain days ahead, but banks now have
the opportunity to act in such a way that their reputation at the end of this crisis is
better than it was at the start.
We have full access via Microsoft to one of the deepest and broadest technology
platforms in business. We can call upon Accenture’s global banking experts for their
insights. Our clients include seven of the top 10 global banks, but our worldwide
network of technology and banking specialists works with banks of all sizes. We have
a collaborative culture that puts the client at ease. We combine business strategy, agile
innovation, and deep Microsoft technology expertise to help resolve your challenges.
In the current environment we’re finding that our clients want to move quickly and
deliver short, outcome-based projects. We’re flexible and happy to respond to
your requirements.

Visit www.avanade.com/banking to find out
more about our work.
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Let Avanade partner with
you to rethink your
banking business.
Contact us today if you want to talk further. Go to Rethink for
more details on our approach.

North America
Seattle
Phone +1 206 239 5600
America@avanade.com

South America
Sao Paulo
AvanadeBrasil@avanade.com

Asia-Paciﬁc
Australia
Phone +61 2 9005 5900
AsiaPac@avanade.com

Europe
London
Phone +44 0 20 7025 1000
Europe@avanade.com

About Avanade
Avanade is the leading provider of innovative digital and cloud services, business solutions and design-led experiences on the Microsoft ecosystem. With 38,000
professionals in 25 countries, we are the power behind the Accenture Microsoft Business Group, helping companies to engage customers, empower employees,
optimize operations and transform products, leveraging the Microsoft platform. Majority owned by Accenture, Avanade was founded in 2000 by Accenture LLP and
Microsoft Corporation. Learn more at www.avanade.com.
© 2020 Avanade Inc. All rights reserved. The Avanade name and logo are registered trademarks in the U.S. and other countries. Other brand and product names are
trademarks of their respective owners.
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